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My dear Brother:
Would you like to forget some of your own problems for a few moments this spring morning and
share some of mine? At this point in the history of the University we are confronted with a situation
which has already caused hours of debate. We have accepted almost 900 students for the fall semester
of 1956. Many others had to be turned away. You can readily understand that this number crowds
our facilities beyond the point of maximum comfort — and they are still coming in. . . .
The immediate answer seems to be obvious and simple — limit enrollment. That solution, how
ever, is not as easy as it sounds. To whom shall our enrollment be limited? Only to students who
are in the upper 10% of their high school classes or are able to pass entrance examinations? Or only
to those who are urgently and warmly recommended for a Valpo education by their pastors? Both
solutions are not entirely satisfactory. The good brother from Xanadu who recommends John Buck-
abeer highly and declines to do the same for Susy Schmidtlaff may face some congregational compli
cations which can give him some real headaches at the base of the skull. A policy which admits only
"A" students is, 1 submit, not good stewardship. Our job is to do the best and the most with the money
our people give us year after year. To invest all of it in "brains" would be a failure to face the fact
that often the "B" or even the "C" student has better qualities of character, moral integrity and spirit
ual attitudes than the brilliant but sophisticated (and occasionally unstable) "A" student. Often they
also make better leaders for our parishes. They are steady, reliable and wholesome.
What to do? As I have said, we have devoted hours and days of discussion to the problem. At
the present moment we are trying to find, or devise, some tests which would determine the basic relig
ious and moral attitudes of the individual applicant — the non-intellectual qualities which will be
increasingly important in our complex and troubled world. Not much is available in this field which
would fit into our Lutheran pattern. We need help and good counsel from our brethren to whom these
young men and women will return after their years at Valpo. Anything that you may have to say
about our policies in the area of student enrollment will be thoughtfully and thankfully read and
digested. Even a postcard would help. But please don't write as a brother did several weeks ago:
"Get yourself some basketball players."
Basically, as 1 have noted, the problem involves our entire stewardship. It probably also has some
very direct bearing on the future of our Church. As Valpo grows, it will pour hundreds of students
back into the life stream of our congregations. If they are good, loyal members of a local parish,
doctrinally aware and alert, and intelligently helpful to our brethren in the ministry, we will have
done a good job. If they are not all of that, our greatest experience in Christian higher education will
face failure. That must not happen.
» * »
Now to other matters: Have you ever noticed how quickly morale and efficiency can be detected
-imon institution? Several weeks ago I landed at the front door of a hotel somewhere in the West. The
doorman was aloofly examining the sky (perhaps because I was wearing my other suit and needed a
shave) — the bellhop dropped my bags with cm angry thud — the roomclerk could not find my reserva
tion ("Ya sure it was for this month?") — and so forth. It was clear that here was an institution which
was not operating at top efficiency. The morale of an institution or an organization can be seen as
clearly as the Empire State Building on a clear dory.
Seriously and sometimes tragically this is also true of our congregations. After thirty years and
many excursions into Missouri Synod parishes as a visiting preacher I have discovered that the critical
test — the ultimate touchstone — of good congregational organization is the half hour preceding the
Sunday morning service. This is the final checkpoint. My good brother, the pastor loci, is getting ready
for his most important task in the Church Militant. In a few minutes he must lead his flock in worship.
He must tell them about God. He must bring God to them in judgment and in mercy as effectively and
intelligently as he possibly can. This is his greatest moment and highest duty. Now the shepherd really
becomes a shepherd and the preacher a preacher. "This," as the Southern preacher said, "is where the
water hits the wheel."
And what happens? I must sadly report that too often he has no time or quiet for that last medita
tion, that final prayer, before he opens the door from the sacristy and stands before his people in all the
majesty, power and humility of his great calling. He has been overcome by the unconquered detail.
How often have I sat quietly in the corner of a sacristy while a strange assortment of people wandered
in to say something about this or that or nothing. Deacon Holzhammer puts his head through the door
to report that the furnace is acting up again. Organist Bach (no relation to Johann Sebastian) pops in
to say that the choir will not sing (three of the tenors went fishing). Mrs. Schmeckebeer sweeps in to say



